The influence of self-phase modulation (SPM) and group-velocity dispersion (GVD) on pulse development in a passive mode-locked dye laser is investigated numerically by using fast Fourier transformations. The situation of positive SPM is considered. Four regions of laser performance may be distinguished: (i) In the positive GVD region pulse broadening by GVD must be balanced by the pulse-shortening effect of the saturable absorber, (ii) In a region around zero GVD the laser is periodically self-quenching and the temporal and spectral pulse shapes change periodically similar to higher-order solitons. (iii) It follows a negative GVD region where stable pulses of smooth temporal and spectral shapes are generated similar to fundamental solitons. In this region the pulse duration is practically independent of the saturable absorber concentration, and the saturable absorber is needed mainly for background suppression, (iv) Further increasing the negative GVD, pulse broadening must be balanced by the saturable absorber pulse shortening.
Introduction
Femtosecond pulses in dye lasers [1] [2] [3] and solid-state lasers (color centers, 4 Nd:glass, 56 Ti.sapphire [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] are generated by various mode-locking techniques: saturable absorber mode locking, 1-3915-17 hybrid synchronous pumping and passive mode locking, 1 ' 3151718 Kerr lens mode locking, 19 -20 synchronous pumping (gain modulation) and self-phase modulation (SPM)-group-velocity dispersion (GVD) balanced operation, 12 acousto-optic modulation (active loss modulation) and SPM-GVD balanced operation, 14 additivepulse mode locking or coupled-cavity mode locking. 4 -61113 -
21-24
For stable short-pulse generation it is crucial to compensate 25 the frequency chirp that is due to SPM 26 by the time chirp that is due to GVD. 27 Generally the GVD is adjusted by using a prism pair or a prism quadruple in the laser resonator. In this paper we analyze numerically the influence of SPM and GVD on the pulse propagation of a passive mode-locked dye laser. The parameters used belong-to Rhodamine-6G as the gain medium and to DODCI (3,3'-diethyloxadicarbocyanine iodide) as the saturable absorber. The pulse amplification in the gain medium and the pulse absorption in the loss medium are included in the analysis. 3839 An instantaneous response of the nonlinear refractive index on the pulse intensity is assumed for SPM and the corresponding frequency chirp (optical Kerr effect).
2640
Refractive-index changes that are due to inhomogeneous gain medium depletion and inhomogeneous saturable absorber bleaching are small on a subpicosecond time scale 39 and are neglected (for inclusion in a pure homogeneous broadening off-resonance excitation model see Refs. 1, 17, and 30). The GVD is approximated by a constant time chirp (linear dependence of transit time on frequency). 27 In Section 2 the laser model and the equation system are presented. The equations are solved numerically by employing fast Fourier transformations to alternate between temporal description (pulse amplification, pulse absorption, SPM) and spectral description (GVD, spectral filtering). The results of the numerical simulations are given in Section 3, where first the effects of GVD and SPM in a single passage through the laser are studied and then the effects of GVD, SPM, saturable absorption, amplification depletion, and spectral filtering on the pulse development are discussed. Positive self-phase modulated pulses are considered. 254142 The results apply as well to negative self-phase-modulated pulses if the sign of the GVD is changed. In Section 4 the simulation results are compared with experimental results that we obtained recently. 42 
Theoretical Model
A passive mode-locked femtosecond dye laser oscillator generally consists of resonator mirrors, a gain jet, a loss jet, and a prism arrangement for GVD adjustment. The SPM occurs in the gain jet and the loss jet. The GVD takes place in the gain jet and loss jet, the mirrors, and the prisms. A spectral filtering (narrowing) is caused by the mirrors and the gain medium. In our analysis we separate the various effects in a split-step oscillator model as shown in Fig.  Ha) . 3334 We do not consider the transient buildup process of the femtosecond pulses by starting with the spontaneous emission 38 -39 but start the calculations with the propagation of a femtosecond pulse (initial parameters are given in Table 1 ).
The saturable absorption behavior of the modelocking dye is described by an isotropic three-level model [see h-ft-B--B--fr--fr-h The pulse amplification and the gain depletion in the gain jet are described by the four-level system of Fig. 1(c) . The equation system for the level populations NITG, the femtosecond pulse intensity ILJG, and the pump laser intensity 7 pu read as follows: 
(10)
where cr pu is the absorption cross section of the gain medium at the pump laser frequency v pu , T 5 
The pump laser continuously populates the upper laser level. 7 pu is adjusted to keep the energy of the circulating femtosecond pulse constant. The population change of the upper laser caused by the pump laser within the femtosecond pulse passage may be neglected since At L is short compared with the population accumulation time i F of the continuously excited gain dye. Therefore the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) 
In the calculations the initial populations for each round trip are set to 
where n 0 is the linear refractive index, c 0 is the speed of light in vacuum, and € 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. At the beginning (number of round trips j = 0), the phase is set to <)>U', 0) = 0. SPM results from an intensity-dependent change of the refractive index n. 26 Here we consider only an intensity-dependent instantaneous response of n to I L (response time much faster than pulse duration) as is the case for the electronic optical Kerr effect of the dye solvents. 
where 72 = ^/(AioCoeo), n 2 is the electric field coefficient, and 72 is the intensity coefficient of the nonlinear refractive index. For no > 0 we speak of positive SPM. 40 The SPM changes the temporal phase <t> i n (n to <l>out('') = <t>in(H + 4>SPM«').
(23)
The phase change per resonator round trip (two passages through gain jet and absorber jet) 40 is 
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The spectral filtering (spectral narrowing) of the laser pulse by the finite spectral gain width and the finite spectral width of the mirror reflectivities is taken into account by multiplying the spectral pulse intensity distribution I(v') by a Gaussian filter function, i.e., l LG changes to I LF according to
where i> AM p = Av AMP [2(ln 2) 1/2 ] 1 is the effective half of the He spectral amplification width (AVAMP is the FWHM value). The spectral filtering narrows the spectral intensity distribution and thereby broadens the temporal intensity distribution. It causes a temporal pulse structuring when the spectral broadening that is due to SPM is restricted by the spectral filter width (see Figs. 8, 9, and 16 below).
A positive GVD is caused by the normal dispersion of the refractive index in the gain and absorber jets. 
The linear time chirp increases the duration of nonself-phase-modulated pulses but does not cause a temporal modulation. 40 The laser intensity that returns to the loss medium for the next, (j + l)-th, resonator round trip is
After each round trip the laser intensity I LA is corrected for equal pulse energy, i.e.,
where K is the intensity correction factor. The pump laser intensity / pu has to be adjusted to give a roundtrip gain of G = KG 0 . In the gain dynamics calculations [Eqs. (14M18)] the gain G 0 was used for simplicity. In real experiments only a temporally constant pump intensity value and therefore a temporally constant K value can be adjusted. Whenever the K values strongly vary with the number of round trips, the real laser output laser intensity strongly changes with the number of round trips and the laser is periodically self-quenched (gain falls below laser threshold and proceeds to above threshold because of the continued pumping; see Figs. 10 and 11 below).
Simulations
The parameters used in the numerical calculations apply to a femtosecond Rhodamine-6G-DODCI dye laser operating at \L = 620 nm. The laser parameters are collected in Table 1 . These parameters are used in the calculations except as stated otherwise. First, the single-passage effects of the SPM and the GVD are presented before multiple round trips in the passive mode-locked laser are discussed. Finally, multiple round-trip effects in the laser without saturable absorber action and gain depletion are analyzed.
A. Single-Passage Effects
Spectral Broadening by Self-Phase Modulation
For Gaussian temporal pulse shapes the temporal phase change that is due to SPM is [see Eq. (24)]
where t LtQ = A* Lt0 /[2(ln 2) 1/2 ] is half of the lie temporal pulse width and ät LiQ is the FWHM pulse duration. In Fig. 2 comes modulated. 26 '
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The temporal pulse duration and the temporal pulse shape remain unmodified. The spectral broadening is the same for positive SPM (<I>SPM.P > 0) and negative SPM ((^SPMP < 0).
Temporal Broadening by Group-Velocity Dispersion
GVD is characterized in the following by the normalized time chirp <J> G VD defined as
4>GVD is the effective change of spectral phase within the spectral pulse width that is due to the GVD. The dashed curve in Fig. 3 shows the temporal broadening At L /At Li0 versus <}>GVD * n the case of no SPM. The pulse duration rises slowly quadratically with increasing time chirp factor |d*tr/dv|. The temporal shape remains smooth (Gaussian); the spectral shape is not modified; and the spectral width Av L remains constant.
Combined Self-Phase Modulation and Group-Velocity Dispersion
The spectral pulse broadening depends only on SPM (is not influenced by the GVD) and is displayed in The vertical steps of the At L /At L0 curves in the negative GVD region are caused by the temporal pulse modulation in the overcompensated region. 40 At each step a temporal spike increases above the half-peak-intensity value.
B. Multiple Round Trips in a Passive Mode-Locked Laser
First, we consider the situation without SPM, then we study the situation without GVD, followed by investigation of the action of the combined effects of GVD and SPM on the pulse propagation in a passive mode-locked laser. Additionally, the satellite pulse suppression in the laser is discussed. The dependence of the normalized pulse duration At L /At L0 on the number of round trips j is shown in Fig. 4 . The curves in Fig. 4 belong to different effective spectral phases 4>GVD-The pulse duration increases with rising GVD. After a few hundred round trips steady-state pulse durations are approached at which the temporal broadening that is due to GVD is compensated by the saturable absorber action. The spectral pulse development is shown by the solid curves in Fig. 5 . With rising GVD the spectral pulse width becomes smaller.
Group-Velocity Dispersion Effects without
The influence of the finite effective amplification width AVAMP on the temporal pulse development is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . The normalized pulse durations A^XÖO/A^O after 150 round trips are displayed in Fig. 6 . By reducing the spectral gain width AVAMP, the steady-state pulse durations broaden because of spectral gain narrowing. For large time chirps the steady-state spectral pulse width gets small and the steady-state pulse duration becomes readily independent of A VAMP.
The dependence of the pulse development on the normalized initial peak pulse intensity /OJLA (0 V/SS,A (0) is displayed in Fig. 6(c) . There is an optimum 1-1-1-1-1 r-f T-i-1-l 
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The influence of gain depletion on the steady-state pulse duration is indicated in Fig. 6(b), where the pulses are continuously shortened by the saturable absorber action and the spectral width of the bandwidth-limited pulses broadens correspondingly.
For AVAMP 00 and 72 * 0 (SPM) the effect of SPM is accumulative and the spectra are continuously broadened and modulated (dashed curve 2 in Fig. 7 Fig. 8(a) ]. The shift of the temporal peak position with the number of transits is shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 8(b) .
A spectral filtering occurs in the laser by the finite spectral gain width of the active medium and the finite spectral width of the mirror reflectivities. The solid curves in Figs. 7 and 8 belong to AVAM P /AV L>0 = 8. The spectral broadening is limited by the finite effective amplification width Av^p (solid curves in Fig. 7) . For 72 * 0 (SPM) the spectrum is modulated. Abrupt changes of the spectral halfwidth occur whenever spectral spikes rise beyond or decrease below half of the spectral peak value (solid curve 2 in Fig. 7) . The restriction of spectral broadening leads to a temporal modulation of the pulse shape and to a periodic abrupt change of the pulse duration [solid curve 2 in Fig. 8(a) ]. In regions of short duration a single spike is above the half-peak-height value. In regions of long pulse duration there are 2 or 3 spikes above the half-peak-height value. The spectral and temporal pulse shapes in a region of minimum pulse duration (j = 149) and of maximum pulse duration (j = 164) are shown in Fig. 9 . The parameters are durations are obtained for f -» 0 where no gain depletion occurs. The steady-state pulse durations are longest for f « 7. The pulse-broadening action results because the leading edge of the pulses is predominantly amplified. 39 It should be noted that for f > 10 (IL,GVGIIL,AVA > 2) the ability of background suppression is lost and therefore no selfstarting femtosecond pulse generation (starting from spontaneous emission) is possible.
3945
The shift of the temporal peak position t P of the pulses as a function of the number of round trips j is shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 5 . The shift to longer times is caused by the slow absorption recovery time T a of the saturable absorber (T A » lt L ) that predominantly attenuates the leading edge of the pulse. The temporal shift of the peak pulse position increases with increasing GVD because of the rising pulse duration with rising GVD.
Self-Phase Modulation Effects without Group-Velocity Dispersion
In the following the passive mode-locked laser is operated under a zero GVD condition by proper adjustment of the intracavity prism arrangement. Table 1 . the same as for the solid curves 2 in Figs. 7 and 8 (72 = 2 x 10" 19 m 2 W-1 , dtjdv = 0). The shift of the temporal peak position with the number of transits is displayed by the solid curves in Fig. 8(b) .
NUMBER OF TRANSITS j
Curve (Bl) in Fig. 10(a) Fig. 10(a) results in a periodically self-quenched laser action. 42 As the SPM broadens the pulse spectra, the pulse amplification at constant pump rate reduces and the laser falls below threshold (net gain per round trip is <1, energy of circulating pulse decreases). Because of the continuous pumping, the laser action and the femtosecond pulse generation restart periodically. The real situation of a constant pump rate is illustrated in Figs. 11(a) and 1Kb) where the normalized output pulse energy W Lj /W Ly0 and the spectral width ratio Av L10j 7Av^0 are displayed versus the number of transits j for dt tr /dv = 0, AVAMP/AV^O = 8, T A0 = 0.85, and Kjr = K = 1.12. Av L10j is the full spectral width of the pulse spectrum at one tenth of the peak height for the j th transit. the other parameters are given in Table 1. For 72 = 2 x 10-19 m 2 W" 1 and <j> GVD = 0.052 the temporal and spectral pulse shape after j = 300 round trips are displayed by the solid curves in Figs. 14(a)  and 14(b) , respectively, and the temporal dependence of the intensity correction factor K is shown by dashed curve (A) in Fig. 10(a) . The smooth K( j) dependence indicates a stable steady-state pulse propagation.
Combined Effects of Self-Phase Modulation and Group-Velocity Dispersion
The pulse duration ratio
In a time chirp region around zero GVD that extends from dt tr /dv < 0 to dt tr /dv > 0, the spectral broadening is limited by the spectral filtering of the finite effective amplification width Av m p.
The tem-
NORMALIZED TIME CHIRP 06VO poral and spectral pulse shapes of the self-phasemodulated pulses are modulated. The spectral and temporal half-widths change periodically in an abrupt manner [similar to solid curves 2 in Figs. 7 and 8(a) ]. In this spectral and temporal modulation region the solid curves in Figs. 12 and 13 are interrupted. Solid curve (B2) in Fig. 10(a) shows the modulation of K(J) for <)>GVD = -0.052. In the experimental situation the laser action is periodically self-quenching in the interrupted regime because the laser falls below threshold by the spectral broadening of the SPM effect.
In a negative GVD region near the zero GVD position dt tr /dv = 0 beyond the periodically selfquenching region, the steady-state pulse durations are shorter than the initial pulse duration A^0-The bandwidth product Av L At L reduces below the initial value of Av LtQ At LtQ = 2 In (2)/TT (bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulses). A temporal and spectral pulse shape at <J>GVD = -0.208 is shown by the solid curves in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) , respectively, after 300 round trips. Solid curve (C) in Fig. 10(a) Table 1 ).
Background Suppression
Saturable absorbers with a fast intraband partial absorption recovery have the potential of background suppression.
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Here the background suppression 
C. Multiple Resonator Round Trips without Passive Mode Locking
The pulse-shortening action of the saturable absorber and the pulse-broadening action of the gain medium 39 are excluded in this section (T A0 = 1, G 0 = 1) in order to study the pulse-forming effects of GVD and SPM separately. The situations of GVD without SPM, of SPM without GVD, and the combined action of SPM and GVD are considered. The problem of background suppression is discussed.
Group-Velocity Dispersion without Self-Phase Modulation
The curves 1 in Figs. 17 and 18 show the dependences of the pulse durations At Lj and of the spectral widths Avjr,j on the number of transits j, respectively, for Table 1 . zero GVD and zero SPM. In the case of spectral filtering (solid curves 1, Av AMy >/Av L0 = 8) the pulse duration increases gradually and the spectral width narrows gradually. No steady-state pulse duration is approached. Without spectral filtering (AV^MP -* oo, dashed curves 1) the temporal and spectral widths remain constant.
NUMBER OF TRANSITS j
The dependence of the pulse duration on the time chirp after 300 round trips is shown in Fig. 19(a) Fig. 20(a) .
Self-Phase Modulation without Group-Velocity Dispersion
The spectral pulse broadening that is due to SPM is illustrated by curves 2 in Fig. 18 . Without spectral filtering (dashed curve 2) the spectral width grows continuously with the number of round trips. The spectra are modulated. The intensity correction factor is K(J) = 1. A spectral filtering limits the NORMALIZED TIME CHIRP $GV0 Fig. 19 . Dependence of the pulse duration on GVD in the resonator without a saturable absorber and without gain medium action (TAo -1, O0 = 1). Otherwise the parameters of Table 1 spectral broadening (solid curve 2). The spectral shapes are modulated. The spectral widths change abruptly whenever spectral spikes rise above or fall below half of the peak value. The behavior is similar to the passive mode-locked situation (Fig. 7) . The intensity correction factor K is modulated as is seen by solid curve (Bl) in Fig. 10(b) (periodic self-quenching  behavior) . The temporal pulse behavior that is due to SPM is shown by curves 2 in Fig. 17 . Without spectral filtering the pulse duration remains constant, independent of the number of transits. The spectral filtering causes a modulation of the temporal pulse shape. An abrupt rise of the pulse duration occurs whenever spikes grow beyond the half-peak value. The average pulse duration increases with the number of transits (no steady-state value is approached).
Combined Effects of Self-Phase Modulation and Group-Velocity Dispersion
The temporal and spectral pulse development in the case of SPM and GVD is illustrated in Figs. 19(b) Fig.  19(b) ]. The temporal broadening increases continuously with the number of round trips. The spectral widths decrease with rising positive GVD because for longer pulses the effect of SPM is reduced. The spectral width is broader if no spectral filtering is present. The temporal and spectral shapes are smooth as is illustrated by the dashed curves in Figs.  14(a) and 14(b) (72 = 2 x 10" 19 m 2 W"\ 4>GVD = 0.052, AVAMP/AV Li0 = 8). For these data K(J) is shown by dashed curve (A) in Fig. 10(b) . Without spectral filtering, i.e., AVAMP -»00, it is K( j) = 1.
dtjdv > 0. The temporal broadening is enhanced if no spectral filtering is present [dashed curve in
(ii) In region B the temporal and spectral shapes are modulated and they change their shape quasiperiodically with the number of transits. The temporal and spectral half-widths change abruptly whenever a spike increases above or decreases below the half-peak value. Within the first 300 round trips, the half-widths vary within the diagonally hatched regions. In the case of spectral filtering (solid curves, AvAMp/Avjr, t0 = 8) the average temporal half-width continues to increase with the number of round trips. K(J) is modulated as is seen by solid curves (Bl) and (B2) in Fig. 10(b) (periodic self-quenching behavior for constant pump pulse excitation). The temporal and spectral pulse development shows some higherorder solitonlike behavior. 27 The higher-order solitonlike behavior includes the zero GVD position and extends slightly to the positive GVD region. In the case of no spectral filtering [dashed curves in Figs. 19(b) and 20(b) ] the higherorder solitonlike region is restricted to dt iT /dv < 0. The soliton order increases toward dt tT /dv -* -0. The pulse shapes and half-width repeat periodically (true higher-order solitonlike behavior).
